ABSTRACT To fill in the huge gap between the rapid development of modern display devices with high dynamic range (HDR) and the mainstream media source with a low bit depth of 8, bit-depth enhancement (BDE) that reconstructs high bit-depth images from low bit-depth ones emerges as an important problem. Early works generally introduce the annoying artifacts and then plenty of context-aware algorithms are proposed recently but at the cost of high computational complexity. In this paper, we propose a fast yet efficient context-adaptive algorithm via linear interpolation. For gradual color transition areas, the interpolation is performed along the direction bisecting the self-defined virtual effective boundaries, while for local peak/bottom areas, the interpolation is carried out based on the minimum distance to intensity steps caused by quantization. By deliberately designing the interpolation direction and endpoints for different types of local contexts, the proposed algorithm can well reconstruct natural images with low computational complexity. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms on average in terms of both objective and subjective evaluations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, display devices have gone through extremely rapid development to meet the increasing demands of consumers. However, the bulk of early media source is captured and recorded using imaging devices with lower resolution and dynamic range than what modern display devices are capable of rendering. Therefore, multimedia processing techniques such as super-resolution [1] emerge to cope with the large gap between superior display techniques and inferior image and video contents. Similar to super-resolution which enhances the spatial resolution, bit-depth enhancement technique (BDE) enhances traditional contents in terms of bitdepth. Bit-depth is defined as the number of bits to represent one pixel per channel. With more bits to represent one pixel, i.e., higher bit-depth, image pixel can be finer quantized from real pixel values, leading to more rich and vivid contents and better visual experience. By estimating the quantization error, BDE aims to recover the original contents as accurate as
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wei Liu. possible, providing an economic and efficient way to render low bit-depth (LBD) source at high bit-depth (HBD) display devices. Note that BDE is an inverse problem in contrary to inverse tone mapping techniques [2] which aim to hallucinate the lost details caused by unknown tone mapping operator or the over-saturation of camera sensors.
Plenty of methods on BDE problem have been proposed in literatures. Early works include zero-padding (ZP), bitreplication (BR) [3] , multiplication-by-ideal-gain (MIG) and minimum risk based classification (MRC) [4] . They are all context-independent methods where HBD pixel values are estimated based on merely their LBD pixel values. ZP and BR append zeros and the most significant bits (MSBs) after the least significant bits (LSBs), respectively. MIG multiplies the LBD pixel values by the ratio of HBD and LBD intensity range. And MRC estimates the HBD pixel value as the one with the minimum classification error from statistical point of view. Since the context-independent BDE algorithms ignore local smoothness priors, the intensity steps in LBD images caused by quantization is bound to remain in the estimated HBD images. The major visual artifact introduced by these BDE algorithms is called false contours where gradual color transition areas appear as unpleasant discrete color bands with intensity steps (as shown in Fig. 1 ).
To address false contour artifacts, context-aware BDE algorithms have been proposed recently. The core of contextaware algorithms lies in the efficient usage of natural image priors. A commonly used prior is the notion of smoothness with the assumption that image signals tend to be piece-wise smooth. It has achieved great success for numerous inverse problems in image processing field such as compression [5] , [6] , image quality assessment [7] , [8] , and restoration [9] , [10] . And as a typical inverse problem, BDE has no reason to be an exception. Depending on the unit to apply smoothness priors, there are two categories of context-aware BDE methods: patch-based methods and connected-component-based (CC-based) methods.
For patch-based algorithms, smooth operators are applied to the whole patch to enhance patch pixels simultaneously. Since image patch is one of the most commonly used processing units, extensive smoothness priors can be easily exploited to solve the BDE problem. Two typical patch-based methods are De-contouring [11] and Adaptive Filter (AF) [12] . Smooth operators are first applied to LBD images and the smoothed out regions are regarded as the lost details due to quantization. Another recently proposed patch-based method is graph-signal-processing-based maximum-a-posterior algorithm (GSP-MAP) [13] , [14] . An image patch is modeled as a graph signal and the smoothness prior is defined on a weighted graph via graph Laplacian [15] . Despite the better performance than context-independent algorithms, patchbased BDE algorithms bring two inherent but critical issues: blocking artifacts and patch size dilemma. The blocking artifacts cannot be completely avoided as pixels in a patch are enhanced simultaneously. Although the blocking artifacts can be suppressed via averaging overlapped patches (e.g., GSP-MAP), it is at the cost of high complexity and does not solve the problems fundamentally. In terms of patch size, the smoothness prior holds better for small patches while large patches contain more local contexts critical for image modeling. So the dilemma of patch size limits the performance of patch-based BDE algorithms.
For connected-component-based algorithms, the pixels within the connected component (CC) are estimated simultaneously. A CC is defined to include the pixels with the same pixel value that have a connected path to each other [16] . The CC's boundary pixels with one quantization step higher or lower values than current CC are called higher effective boundary (HEB) or lower effective boundary (LEB). As argued by Liu et al. in [17] , the BDE of a CC is closely related to its EBs with the key observation that EBs tend to indicate smooth slope towards them. Therefore, armed with the smoothness priors, the CC-based algorithms have intrinsic adaptive context-modeling unit and the problem turns out to estimate the transition pattern within each CC given its effective boundaries (EBs).
The first CC-based algorithm is contour region reconstruction (CRR) proposed by Cheng et al. in [18] . A pixel is estimated via 1-D interpolation based on the city-block-like distance to the nearest LEB pixel and HEB pixel with the assumption that three pixels are on the same line. Although Content Adaptive (CA) method proposed in [19] enhances CRR on local maximum/minimum regions by introducing virtual skeleton, both of them ignore that images are 2-D signal and their assumption of 1-D interpolation is highly likely to fail. Besides, they use the highly time-consuming flooding procedure to get city-block-like distance, making them impractical for large amount of mainstream media. Recently, Liu et al. [17] , [20] proposed a context-modeling approach called IPAD via building highly context-adaptive intensity potential field, which is then non-linearly mapped to close linear form for BDE. Although the potential field comprehensively models local contexts based on all EBs, the reconstruction procedure costs more time than linear interpolation and both procedure contains statistically tuned parameters that cannot be adaptively optimized for different CC, leading to suboptimal results. Therefore, there is a high demand for more efficient and effective algorithm. The low computational complexity of linear interpolation and the context-adaptive modeling process are expected to be jointly exploited.
Linear interpolation has drawn wide attention for a long time due to its effectiveness and low complexity. The first prerequisite of applying interpolation is to find a line where the variables have a linear distribution. The second prerequisite is there are at least two known endpoints on the line to perform interpolation. These requirements are easily met for many applications because pixels are on the regular grid and the endpoints are generally available. One of the most outstanding application of linear interpolation is image super-resolution. Famous algorithms include Bilinear [21] , Bicubic [22] , etc. However, using linear interpolation for CC-based BDE is nontrivial due to the arbitrarily shaped EBs. For local maximum/minimum regions with merely LEBs or HEBs, there is only one endpoint. Even if we have both LEBs and HEBs, it is usually difficult to find a line that passes current pixel, an HEB, and an LEB simultaneously. And the pixel values on the line may distribute non-linearly. Therefore, to enjoy the low computational complexity of linear interpolation, the BDE procedure has to be elaborately designed.
In this paper, we aim to design a fast BDE algorithm via directly estimating the linear distribution among HEBs and LEBs via linear interpolation. The key motivation is that a good BDE algorithm has close linear characteristics among effective boundaries. Although the motivation seems simple, the interpolation is nontrivial due to the uncertainty caused by effective boundaries with arbitrary size. Specifically, we propose a context-adaptive BDE approach depending on the existence of LEBs and HEBs: for slope regions, we define virtual higher/lower effective boundaries (VHEBs/VLEBs) for each pixel and carry out interpolation between VHEBs and VLEBs along the anchor direction that bisects the angle between virtual effective boundaries; for local maximum/minimum regions, the HBD pixel value is interpolated with its minimum distance to available LEBs/HEBs and the range of minimum distance within current CC; and for other nongradually-changing region, HBD is estimated as the middle value within current quantization range from the statistical point of view. The framework of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Extensive experimental results show that the proposed context-adaptive algorithm enjoys both the efficiency and effectiveness of linear interpolation. It produces competitive and even better HBD images than state-of-theart BDE methods with lower computational complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II first formulates the CC-based algorithms. Then, we describe the proposed algorithm via adaptive linear interpolation and give discussions on the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. Section III demonstrates the superiority of the proposed algorithm by extensive experimental results. Finally, Section IV concludes this paper.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
As mentioned above, the key issue for bit-depth enhancement is to build local smooth models based on local context. The CC-based algorithm is generally more efficient than patch-based algorithm since it has adaptive context-modeling size. In this section, we first formulate the CC-based BDE problem and then propose a fast and effective contextadaptive BDE algorithm with elaborately designed linear interpolation procedure. Finally, we discuss the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm. b), which will cause the annoying false contours. Each discrete color band constitutes a CC (denoted as C). The intensity steps with one quantization step higher or lower intensity than current color band form HEBs and LEBs, respectively (denoted as B H and B L ). Our target is to estimate the original HBD contexts given its LBD version. Without loss of generality, let C q and C p represent C at BD of p and q (p < q), respectively. For convenience, C p is generally zero-padded to BD of q for consistent comparison with C q .
It is observed that natural images tend to be smooth. For gradual color transition regions, original HBD pixel values tend to distribute approximately linearly among HEBs and LEBs while for local peak regions, the HBD pixel values increase approximately linearly away from LEBs until the center. The main difficulty of BDE algorithm is brought by arbitrarily shaped HEBs and LEBs. Taking account of all effective boundary pixels for context-modeling (e.g., IPAD algorithm) would be desired because it is more comprehensive and totally context-adaptive. However, it usually implies relatively complicated modeling procedure. If only few effective boundary pixels are adopted to estimate original HBD contexts (e.g, CRR and CA algorithms), their determination and the estimation approach will be of vital importance to BDE performance. It is also worth noting that BDE is generally applied to massive media contents. So complexity is another important indicator for a good BDE algorithm. In sum, a fast and effective BDE algorithm should have low computational complexity as well as highly context-adaptive modeling capability.
B. CONTEXT-ADAPTIVE LINEAR INTERPOLATION
According to previous analysis, the BDE process has to be context-adaptive. Since HEBs and LEBs are generally caused by quantization, they tend to indicate gradual color transition towards them. As inspired by [20] , traversing all possible quantized pixel values to get masks for pixels with the same value, we divide the LBD images into CCs and obtain the boundary of CCs by dilation. CC boundaries with values one quantization step higher or lower than current CC are defined as HEBs and LEBs respectively. Depending on the existence of HEB and LEB, local contexts are categorized into four types: slope regions where both HEBs and LEBs exist, local maximum regions where only LEBs exist, local minimum region where only HEBs exist, and non-gradually-changing regions where none of LEBs or HEBs exists. 
where Fig. 4 can be well addressed by above-mentioned interpolation procedure. However, there are problems when current CC has LEBs and HEBs with arbitrary shape, as shown in Fig. 5 . In these cases, it is difficult to determine the linear distribution of HBD values among the irregular LEBs and HEBs. First, HEB and LEB curves may be separated from each other with no intersection, so we can not determine the anchor direction that bisects the angle at the intersection (as shown in (a)). Second, there may be no straight line across O that connects an LEB with an HEB (as shown in (b)).
To address these problems, we introduce virtual effective boundary (VEB) lines for current pixel O. They are defined as the tangents at the nearest LEB pixel A (called virtual lower effective boundary (VLEB) line) and the nearest HEB pixel B (called virtual higher effective boundary (VHEB) line). Their intersection is denoted as C. Then, the anchor direction and two endpoints are derived similar to the above-mentioned procedure. And the interpolation procedure can be performed accordingly.
The interpolation in (1) calculations. We find that DAO ∼ EBO as CDE = CED and DAO = EBO = 90 • [23] . Then, according to Angle-Angle-Angle(AAA) similarity theorem [24] , we have:
where d L and d H denote the segment length of OA and OB, which are the minimum distance (MD) to LEB curve and HEB curve. So the interpolation process in (1) can be rewritten as:
2) LOCAL MAXIMUM/MINIMUM REGIONS At local maximum regions, only LEBs exist for current CC. values toward the peaks of current CC. Therefore, the distance to LEBs well indicates the degree of pixel value increase.
To perform interpolation scheme, CA algorithm regards the skeleton of current CC as virtual peaks, which have the highest value within quantization range. Fig. 7 shows the skeletons (marked as dashed blue lines) of two local maximum regions. The red solid curves are LEBs. It is observed that the skeleton they proposed intersects with LEBs and is obviously less likely to have the highest pixel value in current CC. In our algorithm, we define the virtual peaks as the centers of current CC, which have the maximum MD to LEBs (marked by the blue points). As mentioned above, the distance to LEBs well indicates the degree of pixel value increase. And as no other prior information can be exploited to infer the HBD distribution of current CC, the center pixels are highly expected to have the highest pixel value. Therefore, we carry out interpolation based on MD from current pixel to LEBs and that from virtual peaks. Suppose O is a pixel in current CC with MD to LEBs denoted as d L . Let max(d L ) represent MD from virtual peaks to LEBs, i.e., the MD range of current CC. Then, the HBD pixel value of O is estimated as:
where O is interpolated within the quantization range. VOLUME 7, 2019 Analogous to the local maximum regions, only HEBs exist for local minimum regions. The pixels of current CC have gradually descending pixel values as they are getting far away from HEBs. The HBD pixel value of a pixel O in current CC is estimated as:
As a special case, current CC may have the lowest or highest pixel value within image's dynamic range, i.e.,
According to [19] , these absolute dark and over saturated regions need special treatment. We adopt the similar process to [19] as follows:
where the over saturated pixels are estimated based on Phong's specular reflection model [25] while the absolute dark pixels are estimated as the middle value within the quantization range.
3) NON-GRADUALLY-CHANGING REGIONS
At non-gradually-changing regions, current CC tends to have large intensity gap with surrounding pixels. Therefore, no prior information can be inferred based on local smoothness. In order to derive the best enhancement results with the minimum estimation errors from statistical point of view, we set the HBD intensity of current CC as the middle value within the quantization range, i.e.,
C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Comparing (3), (4), (5), and (7), it is found that the proposed algorithm enhances the bit-depth of pixels with all kinds of local contexts via linear interpolation. The adaptive interpolation process can be summarized as:
where
Other Regions
As the linear interpolation process is extremely timeefficient, the key time-consuming step of the proposed algorithm is the calculation of the MD to effective boundaries. Suppose there are N pixels in current CC with B boundary pixels. Then B times calculations are required to get the Euclidean distance from a pixel to each boundary pixel. And then at least B times of comparison are required to get the MD. So the computational complexity of distance calculation for current CC is O (N · B) . Note that the distance calculation can be computed independently from each other, so it can be easily and greatly accelerated with simple matrix operations.
As discussed above, context-independent algorithms always suffer from severe false contour artifacts. So even though their computational complexity is generally low, they are far from practical usage and we focus on the comparison with state-of-the-art context-aware algorithms in this section. For the patch-based GSP-MAP algorithm, the HBD estimation of each patch requires a time-consuming conditional optimization process. Besides, each pixel is estimated twice since overlapped patch processing is adopted to suppress blocking artifacts. For CC-based algorithms CRR and CA, they are also interpolation-based as the proposed algorithm, so their computational complexity is mainly contributed by the calculation of city-block-like distance where a highly time-consuming flooding procedure is required. Suppose the maximum city-block-like distance within current CC is M . (N · B) , the flooding procedure has to be carried out sequentially without any acceleration. For the recently proposed IPAD algorithm, even though it uses the same Euclidean distance as the proposed algorithm, the nonlinear mapping requires extra calculations, leading to more computational complexity than the proposed algorithm. The runtime comparison of the proposed algorithms with stateof-the-art algorithms will be provided in Section III-D.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Extensive experiments have been carried out to show the efficient and effective of the proposed BDE algorithm. For thoroughness and fairness, three benchmark datasets (as shown in Fig. 9 ) are used: the natural image dataset Kodak [26] , the high dynamic range (HDR) image dataset UST-HK proposed in [14] , [27] , and the high dynamic range (HDR) animation dataset Sintel proposed in [28] . The test images have a rich diversity. A variety of commonly seen objects and scenarios are included with the spatial resolution ranging from 768 × 512 to 1200 × 1200. And two types of HBD images are included: Kodak dataset is at BD of 8 while UST-HK and Sintel datasets are at BD of 16.
To simulate the effect of displaying LBE images at HBD devices, we quantized the original HBD images to LBD ones and then apply BDE algorithms to get the estimated HBD images. Three quantization steps are involved for comprehensive evaluations. For 8-bit images, the least significant four bits are quantized while for 16-bit images, the least significant ten bits and eight bits are quantized. The proposed algorithm is compared with the following competitive methods: 1) zero-padding (ZP), the anchor method that sets the LSBs to zeros; 2) multiplication by ideal gain (MIG); 3) bit replication (BR) [3] ; 4) minimum risk based classification (MRC) [4] ; 5) contour region reconstruction (CRR) [18] ; and 6) content adaptive (CA) method [19] ; 7) AC and DC estimation via graph-signal-processingbased maximum-a-posterior (GSP-MAP) [14] ; 1 8) intensity potential for adaptive de-quantization (IPAD). 2 In our experiments, color images are enhanced channel-by-channel in all the algorithms. All the experiments are performed on Windows 7 platform with Intel CORE TM i5-7400 @ 3.0 GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.
B. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
For objective evaluation, the enhanced HBD images are compared with the original HBD images and evaluated in Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) index [29] . The average results of three datasets with different bit-depth enhancement algorithms are shown in Table 1 . The best results are marked in boldface. As can be observed from the table, ZP, MIG, and BR produce poor results since they enhance images without consideration of local contexts. Although MRC achieves higher PSNR results than previous context-independent algorithms on average, its power is most obvious for images with lots of irregular textures and rather weak for images with large areas of gradual color transition. Context-aware algorithms including CRR, CA, and GSP-MAP, tend to generate relative good HBD images due to their deliberate design for gradual color transition areas. Among all these competitive algorithms, the proposed interpolation-based BDE algorithm achieves the best or the second best results on average. The average gain in PSNR over the second best results are 0.75dB. We attribute the remarkable performance to the smart adaptive interpolation procedure.
C. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION
For subjective evaluation, the estimated HBD images from two datasets with different BDE algorithms are zoomed in and shown in Figs. 8 and Fig. 10 , which involves two kinds of classical contexts: gradual color transition areas and edges.
When BD is over 8, one cannot visually discern HBD images in a PDF document, so for the high dynamic range output images, we show the local regions whose intensity levels can be represented with 8 bits. Fig. 8 illustrates gradual color transition areas where false contour artifacts are highly likely to appear. It is observed that context-independent algorithms including ZP, MIG, BR, and MRC produce severe false contour artifacts, such as contours around the shadows of 'Door' and on the surface of 'Ball' (as shown in the first and third row). They also bring severe color distortions since the quantization errors on different channels vary greatly and these inferior algorithms are incapable to accurately estimate them. In the contrary, the context-aware CRR and CA algorithms produce oversmoothed color transition areas via non-guaranteed 1-D interpolation. Although GSP-MAP also considers local contexts, it generates unpleasant results due to the sub-optimal patch size and approximate solution to MMSE objective. It is observed that only IPAD and the proposed algorithm produce gradual color transition areas with well-preserved fine details (e.g., the textures of 'Door'). Although the proposed algorithm does not adopt comprehensive context-modeling approach, its success is attributed to the deliberately designed interpolation procedure. Fig. 10 shows the BDE performance of different algorithms on thin edges and textures, which are critical to visual quality. Some may argue that the BDE results of thin edges have little impact on perceptual quality because they are often overlooked. However, whether they are hold well is of vital importance because BDE aims to recover the original HBD signals. The key challenge is that few pixels on thin edges provide less clear information. Since context-independent algorithms such as MRC estimate the HBD results independent of local contexts, they recover thin edges but the dithering artifacts are over-magnified (e.g., the sails of 'Boat'). For context-aware algorithms, the thin edges are highly likely to be smoothed out as shown in the ropes of 'Boat' and the boundaries of roof tiles generated by CRR and CA algorithms. By carefully designing the interpolation procedure for different contexts, the proposed algorithm can efficiently capture thin edges and textures with greatly suppressed artifacts including color distortions and false contours.
D. RUNTIME COMPARISON
As analyzed above, computational complexity is an key indicator for a good BDE algorithm. The average runtime of different BDE algorithms for Kodak dataset is listed in Table 2 . The runtime of all algorithms reported in the table is obtained with non-optimized MATLAB implementations. Even though the proposed algorithm costs more time to enhance an LBD image than context-independent algorithms like MIG, its advantages over them are also obvious in terms of objective and subjective evaluations. Specially, though MRC gets decent objective results with fast speed, it suffers from obvious false contour artifacts and distortion problems as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 . For context-aware algorithms, CRR, CA, and GSP-MAP require much more time, making them far from being practical used. Although IPAD takes the least time to produce generally the best HBD images among state-of-the-art algorithms, our algorithm takes even less time to enhance LBD images with competitive and even better results.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a fast yet effective context-aware BDE algorithm via exploiting the great power of linear interpolation. To deal with the extremely complicated local contexts caused by arbitrarily shaped effective boundaries, local contexts are categorized into four classes and we carefully design adaptive interpolation procedures accordingly: for slope regions, the interpolation is performed between the self-defined virtual effective boundary lines; for local maximum/minimum regions, interpolation is carried out based on pixels' minimum distance to available effective boundaries; for other non-gradually-changing regions, pixels are the expected value from statistical point of view. Experimental results on two benchmark datasets show that the proposed algorithm achieves competitive and even better results than state-of-the-art algorithms with low computational complexity.
